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*Rise of Tarnished Gods - Transmigration ──INFORMATION── [Tarnished Gods] "You... No, the soul of the four deities, the Goddesses! The Goddesses! This... This is... No, this cannot be..." The protagonist, a man in black, follows the Goddesses into the dark world called the Lands Between, where they
must survive the trials that await them... *Legend of the Goddesses [Story] The story begins at the point when a god and goddess became enemies. A long time ago, the Earth was covered in blood, and every one of the four gods and goddesses was killed by the hands of the others. Four Goddesses,
who had been imprisoned in the emptiness of space for aeons, were reborn in a dead world. Facing this dark, dead world, the Goddesses come to the world that has been forsaken by humans and must fight for their lives. [Gameplay] The Goddesses travel in space, and encounter many people and
monsters to confront. But, in order to survive in this world, the Goddesses must assemble a group and work together. [Easy-to-Play] - The Goddesses are characters who have their own set of abilities. Utilizing their unique character class, they can command their party members to search for their lost
friends. - The Goddesses can encounter many people and monsters as they travel in the Lands Between. - Use the scroll feature to easily find guidance on your adventures. - You can set the difficulty of the game at any level. [Harmonious Teamwork] - Imbalance exists in the world, and the Goddesses
have plenty to overcome. Traveling as a party, or as a single Goddess, the Goddesses must team up for various quests. - Teamwork moves the game forward. Defeating enemies becomes much easier when a group works together. [A Large-Scale World] There are a variety of places where the
Goddesses will travel: Broken Plains, a field of rubble where the Goddesses will face a clash of evil gods; Ancient Ruins, which are difficult but very rewarding; and the Fearsome Labyrinth, a maze of a grand scale. [Game Features] ・Story is told through a large-scale world. ・The object of the
Goddesses quest is to journey through the Lands

Elden Ring Features Key:
Master Unique Skills with Your Skills Arrays
Developed with Quality
Top Quality Music and Sound Effects
Difficulty of Dungeon Design and Battles adapted to the player's skill level
Fully Customize Your Character
Dynamic Events and Reliable Game Management

HOW TO PLAY

Purchase the game and download the “kochikame-client” on your client to be your friends. Create your own character by choosing your appearance, class and class skill, set your own classes and skills, and customize your own weapons and armor. When you meet others on the server and have your skills
array, create a party. After the game starts, you and your party will be added to the “Party Council” server side, and the game begins.

Start Playing As Leader

In the game, the 0, 1, 2, 3, and “Party Council Leader” characters are automatically created by the server side. As the characters automatically advance, make all allies brave your leadership. You cannot lead others in a cave since that is a dungeon.

As a leader of a party, perform dialogue with your party when the player animation overlaps your character on the server.

Kill monsters to receive EXP. Defeat bosses to obtain items and coins. After defeating over 7,000 monsters, the leader will receive a mystery box without the prince’s medal. The mystery box can be opened by amassing coins by defeating monsters. Equip the items and coins from the mystery box to increase
your class and class skills.

After the thrilling adventuring has ended, return to the world. Unique, addictive and exciting of all genres, come and enjoy yourself at Kocyon!

Elden Ring Install Instructions
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